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1.Things we work on





Advocacy: Judicial Interventions
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Legislative Advocacy 
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Investigations & Projects 
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Client Services 
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2. The year in Cybersecurity Law



Cybersecurity and the 
Courts
In the SCC







Cybersecurity and 
Parliament

Before the regulators
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Compliance Agreement
● Express consent for cross-

border data flow
● Specific process fixes
● detailed timelines for 

corrective measures regarding 
consent, safeguards and 
accountability 

● third-party audit reports
● 6 years of oversight



Security Breach
In the news



December

200 M users worldwide

accounts hacked

accounts audio-
recorded

in-game currency



May

4.9 M subscribers

100 K delivery people 
had their driver’s 
license numbers 
stolen 



June 2019

2.7 M people, 40 % of 
Desjardin’s clients

173 K businesses

Source of breach: a 
single individual, an 
“ill-intentioned 
employee”



July 2019

6 M Canadians

140,000 social 
insurance numbers, 
credit scores and 
limits, and some 
transaction data 
revealed.

Estimated that 10% 
were former, not 
current customers



Ransomware
In the news



September 2019

Michael Garron 
Hospital (Toronto)

Listowel Wingham 
Hospitals Alliance 

Ransomware: “Ryuk”

Report: no data left 
the system, no ransom 
paid



September 2018

Region of Mekinac, QC 

10 municipalities, 
13K people

$65,000 demanded, 
$30,000 paid

Region’s servers 
disabled for 2 weeks

Identity of hackers 
still unknown



April 2019

City of Stratford, ON

10 Bitcoins worth 
$75,000 paid

($60,000 covered by 
insurance)



Security 
Certification

In the news



Cybersecure Canada 
certification program

raising cyber 
security baseline 
among Canadian SMEs 

increase consumer 
confidence in the 
digital economy

Promote international 
standardization

Better position SMEs 
to compete globally



National Security
In the news



Cameron Ortis

RCMP official charged 
under the Security of 
Information Act and 
the Criminal Code

preparing to share 
terabytes of vital 
sensitive information 
with a foreign entity 
or terrorist 
organization.

source: “serious spy 
s–t.”



Meng Wanzhou
Extradition hearing

Arrested by RCMP at 
the border at the 
request of US

Wanted in US for bank 
fraud connected to 
violation of trade 
sanctions against 
Iran



“Going Dark”
In the news







Encryption is a free speech and human rights issue
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Electoral Security
In the news



Fake News

Foreign 
Interference

Political micro-
targeting

Social media data 
mining



Canada Elections 
Act Amendments

New registry 
requirements for 
political ads on 
online platforms





Political Parties and 
Voter Privacy

BC law requires consent

Data Brokers a source

Voter profiling

Voter profiling of 
occurs when parties 
disclose voter 
information to
Facebook to find and 
target individuals 

Consent, accuracy 
issues



“Canada’s Digital 
Charter,” overseen 
by the Privacy 
Commissioner

“data security”

“Data Commissioner” -
oversee new 
regulations for large 
digital companies 



“Canada Cyber Safe” 
certification

cabinet committee 
on cybersecurity

“Clear language” 
consent



Work with 
international 
allies to deal with 
threats to national 
security, including 
cyber crime



protect against 
fraud and theft in 
cryptocurrencies

Strengthen digital 
privacy laws 

Implement a “robot 
tax” 



3. Why civil society engagement is 
important



Thank you!


